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the second component of the cpg program is epa's list of recovered content and accompanying recommendations for recovered content. epa has developed criteria and a process for the designation of recovered content and recommendations for percentage of recovered content for each product. epa published its first list of
recovered content and recommendations for percentage of recovered content in the federal register in may of 2005. it is published annually thereafter. epa's recovery recommendations for products include a list of categories of products, the percentage of recovered content for each category of product and the recommended

percentage of recovered content for each product in each category. epa developed a testing protocol to determine the percentage of recovered content in each of the products. the product may be the individual product or a composite product such as a chair or window. products that have been tested to date are indicated in the
table below by the number that appears in the column of the same name and is preceded by the letter “r.” the first two digits following the “r” indicate the year in which the product was tested. for example, a product listed as “1996 r20” was tested in 1996. in addition to the epa's recommendations for recovered content, epa has

provided a list of products that have been designated to be produced with recovered content that meets certain levels of the epa's criteria and recommendations. the designated products are grouped by category. you will find the epa's final or proposed recommendations for the designated products listed below on the epa website.
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claims can be submitted to the state debt and trust fund. if you need funds from the state debt
and trust fund, you need to submit a claim form. when you submit your claim, you must

include documentation that supports the cost of the repairs and other money paid to make the
repairs. if you are claiming from the state debt and trust fund, you must be able to document

the payment of over $5,000.00 to repair the home. in order to protect the public, the state
debt and trust fund may not pay for labor or materials needed to correct or prevent flooding or
other natural disasters. the fund is funded by the state general fund for claims of $2,500.00 or
more. for claims of $5,000.00 or more, the state general fund must be reimbursed for half of
any money paid to repair the home. the cost of any court costs in a suit against the state is

also eligible for reimbursement from the state general fund. for claims of $10,000.00 or more,
the state general fund must be reimbursed for all money paid to repair the home. for claims of
$20,000. additionally, the state general fund can be reimbursed for any proceeds of insurance
on the home. if you have insurance on your home, you must submit a copy of the insurance

policy, along with a declaration of coverage by a licensed adjuster, to the state debt and trust
fund. if the insurance policy does not include such a declaration, you must provide a document
from the insurer or from your own records that shows that all claims have been processed. this

document does not need to be a "vipla" statement from the insurer. the state debt and trust
fund may reimburse the state general fund for any insurance proceeds in excess of your claim.
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